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Abstract. The solar origin of 40 interplanetary disturbances
observed in the vicinity of the Earth between January 1997
and June 1998 is investigated in this paper. Analysis starts
with the establishment of a list of Interplanetary Mass Ejec-
tions or ICMEs (magnetic clouds, flux ropes and ejecta)
and of Interplanetary Shocks measured at WIND for the
period for which we had previously investigated the cou-
pling of the interplanetary medium with the terrestrial iono-
spheric response. A search for associated coronal mass ejec-
tions (CMEs) observed by LASCO/SOHO is then performed,
starting from an estimation of the transit time of the inter-
planetary perturbation from the Sun to the Earth, assumed to
be achieved at a constant speed (i.e. the speed measured at 1
AU). EIT/SOHO and Nanc¸ay Radioheliograph (NRH) obser-
vations are also used as proxies in this identification for the
cases when LASCO observations do not allow one to firmly
establish the association. The last part of the analysis con-
cerns the identification of the solar source of the CMEs, per-
formed using a large set of solar observations from X-ray to
radio wavelengths. In the present study, this association is
based on a careful examination of many data sets (EIT, NRH
and Hα images and not on the use of catalogs and of So-
lar Geophysical Data reports). An association between inter-
planetary disturbances and LASCO/CMEs or proxies on the
disk is found for 36 interplanetary events. For 32 events, the
solar source of activity can also be identified. A large propor-
tion of cases is found to be associated with a flare signature
in an active region, not excluding of course the involvement
of a filament. Conclusions are finally drawn on the propa-
gation of the disturbances in the interplanetary medium, the
preferential association of disturbances detected close to the
Earth’s orbit with halos or wide CMEs and the location on the
solar disk of solar sources of the interplanetary disturbances
during that period.
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1 Introduction
The relationship between the large-scale structures of plas-
mas and magnetic fields expelled from the Sun (Coronal
Mass Ejections or CMEs) and transient interplanetary dis-
turbances, such as shocks and magnetic clouds or flux ropes,
has been studied extensively, using, for example, Solwind
and Helios 1 observations around 1980 (e.g. Sheeley et al.,
1985) and for the present solar cycle SOHO and WIND ob-
servations (e.g. Webb et al., 2000; Gopalswamy et al., 2000a,
2001a; St Cyr et al., 2000; Cane et al., 2000). In particu-
lar, a lot of attention has been devoted recently to the ob-
servations of Halo CMEs, i.e. expanding halo-like brighten-
ings surrounding the occulter of the coronagraph and mov-
ing outwards along the Sun-Earth line. Indeed, after a transit
time of two to five days in the interplanetary medium, these
disturbances can potentially reach the Earth’s orbit and pro-
duce transient events measured in situ at 1 AU (e.g. Gosling,
1996).
Interplanetary shocks (e.g. observed by the Helios solar
probes) are known to be associated with large, low-latitude
coronal mass ejections on the nearby limb (e.g. Schwenn,
1983; Sheeley et al., 1985). Magnetic clouds (MC) in the
interplanetary medium (see below for a precise definition)
have been often associated with Hα eruptive prominences or
disappearing filaments at the Sun (DSF) (i.e. Burlaga et al.,
1982; Wilson et al., 1986; Bothmer and Schwenn, 1994).
More recently, Bothmer and Rust (1997) confirmed this as-
sociation for magnetic clouds observed by spacecraft near
the Earth, using the measured plasma speed of the cloud to
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estimate the onset time of the event at the Sun. Although
a convincing association between magnetic clouds and dis-
appearing filaments was found, several difficulties were em-
phasized:
1. It is always difficult to make a unique association be-
tween interplanetary and solar events;
2. For a large number of events, the associated filament
disappearance was observed quite far away from the
Sun’s central meridian;
3. Multiple DSFs were observed for some cases.
Most of the studies on the association between magnetic
clouds and solar sources of activity were, however, primar-
ily focussed on the search of Hα filaments or prominences,
not investigating other sources of solar activity, such as flares
(see below).
Many studies have also investigated the solar source of
CMEs and the link between CMEs and solar active phe-
nomena. It was concluded that CMEs, are associated either
with flares or with eruptive prominences or disappearing fila-
ments on the disk (i.e. Sheeley et al., 1975, 1983; Gosling et
al., 1974, 1976; Munro et al., 1979; Webb and Hundhausen,
1987; St Cyr and Webb, 1991), with a percentage of associa-
tion varying among the different studies. Conversely, Gilbert
et al. (2000) studied the relationship between prominence
activity and CMEs, and found that eruptive protuberances
(EP) are more strongly associated with CMEs than active
prominences (AP). It was also found that CMEs associated
with eruptive prominences show a significant acceleration
in the corona, while flare-associated ones most often prop-
agate with a constant speed in the corona (i.e. MacQueen
and Fisher, 1983). This result was reconfirmed with more
recent observations of CMEs with SOHO/LASCO (Srivas-
tava et al., 2000). Andrews and Howard (2001) also con-
cluded that two types of CMEs can be easily distinguished
by examining the height-time plots: type A (for acceleration)
events corresponding to a constant acceleration (within 25
solar radii) are usually associated with pre-existing helmet-
streamers and often with prominence eruptions or filament
disappearances. The type C (constant speed) events which
are usually brighter, larger and faster (in the corona) than
type A events may be associated with X-ray flares. More
recently, Gopalswamy et al. (2001b) found a new class of
CME events (usually associated with long wavelengths radio
bursts), exhibiting some deceleration within 25 solar radii.
It has been known since Sheeley et al. (1975) that there is a
good association between CMEs and soft X-ray flares, with
a probability of association increasing with the X-ray flare
duration reaching 100% for X-ray flares lasting longer than
six hours (see also Webb, 1992 for a review). St Cyr and
Webb (1991) and Harrison (1995) also found a mean asso-
ciation rate of 48%. Considering that roughly half the num-
ber of CMEs are initiated from the back side of the Sun and
cannot produce detectable X-ray emission from the Earth,
Zhang et al. (2001) concluded that it is justified to consider
that a large number of CMEs are associated with X-ray flares.
Soft X-ray and EUV “dimmings” have also been observed
on the solar disk as the direct signature of flares associated
with CMEs (Sterling and Hudson, 1997; Thompson et al.,
1998, 2000a; Zarro et al., 1999). “EIT waves” observed by
the EUV Imaging Telescope (EIT) (Thompson et al., 1999,
2000b) have also been sometimes observed originating from
the vicinity of active regions in association with CMEs. The
active region may be located far away from the position of
the CME observed with the coronagraph, but it is found that
the extended dimming areas generally map out the apparent
footprints of the CME (Thompson et al., 2000a, b; Pohjo-
lainen et al., 2001). Delanne´e et al. (2000) also studied the
relationship between EUV ejecta observed at 195 A˚ by EIT
and CMEs observed by SOHO/LASCO coronagraphs. They
found that among 17 observed ejecta, only 13 gave observ-
able CME signatures in LASCO. They concluded that more
CMEs can thus be detected also using EIT observations. Fi-
nally, radio emission at metric wavelengths is often observed
in association with CMEs. The large-scale radio sources ob-
served at metric wavelengths may be used to trace the on-
disk locations of the CME source regions (e.g. Pohjolainen
et al., 2001). Faint metric radio loop-like shaped emissions
can also be observed in association with white-light CMEs
(Maia et al., 2000; Bastian et al., 2001).
The goal of the present study is to perform another investi-
gation on the solar source of interplanetary perturbations ob-
served close to the Earth, using a slightly different approach
from the ones followed in previous studies (e.g. Webb et al.,
2000; Gopalswamy et al., 2000a, 2001a; St Cyr et al., 2000)
in tracing the perturbations of the interplanetary medium
back to the Sun. The present analysis starts with the identi-
fication of interplanetary perturbations (shocks and magnetic
clouds) measured at WIND during the period January 1997–
June 1998 for which we had investigated in parallel the cou-
pling of the interplanetary medium and of the terrestrial iono-
spheric response using the observations of the SuperDARN
radar network (Ballatore et al., 2001). This period overlaps
the period studied in Gopalswamy et al. (2000a, 2001a) and
also in St Cyr et al. (2000). However, the present study is
not focussed on the most efficient perturbations in terms of
geomagnetic activity (i.e. geo-effective events), contrary to
the investigations of St Cyr et al. (2000). A search for the as-
sociated coronal mass ejections observed by SOHO/LASCO
is performed as in Gopalswamy et al. (2000a, 2001a). How-
ever, the method used to link interplanetary disturbances and
CMEs, as well as the search for the solar source of CMEs are
different in the two studies and will be presented in detail in
Sect. 2. In this paper, the starting point for the association is
the transit time of the perturbation from the Sun to the WIND
spacecraft, assumed to be at the constant speed measured at
1 AU, as in Lindsay et al. (1999). Gopalswamy et al. (2000a,
2001a) started with a larger search window (1 to 5 days be-
fore the interplanetary event). EIT/SOHO and Nanc¸ay Ra-
dioheliograph (NRH) observations are also used as proxies
in the identification of the CME for the cases when LASCO
observations by themselves do not allow to firmly establish
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the association. The final results of the present study concern
the identification of the solar source of the CMEs. This iden-
tification is not based on only the use of catalogues, but is
done by analysing a large set of solar observations described
in Sect. 2.2. It must finally be noted that the list of CMEs
studied in the present paper also overlaps the period of six
months of halo CMEs studied in Webb et al. (2000). Our ap-
proach is, however, different from the one followed in Webb
et al. (2000), since the starting point of our study is a list of
interplanetary perturbations, while Webb et al. (2000), start-
ing from the list of halo CMEs, examined WIND data three
to five days after, to search for magnetic clouds. The cri-
terium used by Webb et al. (2000) to find the solar sources of
activity related to the halo CMEs is also based on the list of
solar events published in Solar Geophysical Data (eruptive
prominences, Hα flares, SXR events, metric bursts) and on
additional information using YOHKOH SXT and EIT data
on activity starting ' three hours before the leading edge of
the CME appears in the field-of-view of C2 and ending at
that time. All the activity (flares, disappearing or eruptive
filaments or protuberances) is considered in their study with-
out discriminating between activity associated with active re-
gions or with large-scale filaments, as done in the present
study.
2 Data analysis
2.1 Association between interplanetary disturbances and
coronal mass ejections
The present analysis is performed on a list of interplanetary
events from solar origin that we identified using the obser-
vations of the Solar Wind and Magnetic Field Instruments
aboard the WIND spacecraft (Ogilvie et al., 1995). In this
paper, the selected interplanetary events are on one side, In-
terplanetary Mass Ejections or ICMEs, which are classified
in magnetic clouds (MC), flux ropes and ejecta according
to the criteria described below, and on the other side, in-
terplanetary shocks, followed or not followed by turbulent
plasma sheaths (see below). In agreement with the first def-
inition given in Burlaga et al. (1981), magnetic clouds (MC)
are characterized by a smooth and continuous rotation of the
magnetic field B following an interplanetary shock. They
also correspond to higher values of the strength of the mag-
netic field, as well as lower values of the temperature (i.e. a
small value of β). In a later study based on 46 MC, Bothmer
and Schwenn (1997) showed that the interplanetary structure
characterized by the magnetic field rotation is preceded by a
fast forward interplanetary shock in 85% of the cases. In the
following, we shall use the term flux rope for those events
for which the continuous rotation of the B field is not pre-
ceded by a shock. This is to investigate whether the solar
origin may be different in the case where the rotation of the
field is preceded or not by a shock. The term ejecta cor-
responds to a few events where the shock is first followed
by a high density structure and then by a well-defined struc-
ture with low β, as for a magnetic cloud, but for which the
rotation of the B field is not obvious. We also refer to the
discussion and forum on terminology in e.g. Cliver (2001),
Burlaga (2001) and Russell (2001). In our classification, the
interplanetary shocks may be followed by turbulent plasma
sheaths (indicated by shock + sheath), but with no low β
structure following the shock. Table 1 gives the list of the 40
interplanetary disturbances that were selected during the pe-
riod January 1997–June 1998. They include 27 ICMEs (21
MC, 2 Ejecta, 4 Flux ropes) and 13 interplanetary shocks.
The starting time indicated in Table 1 corresponds for all dis-
turbances, except flux ropes, to the time of the interplanetary
shock associated with the feature. For the flux ropes, it is
the time when the magnetic field starts to rotate. Except for
three cases for which the velocity at WIND reaches 600 to al-
most 800 km/s (9 February 1997, 1 and 4 May 1998), the se-
lected ICMEs have a velocity at WIND not strongly different
from the mean speed of the solar wind at 1 AU (i.e. around
450 km/s). This is in agreement with the former results of
Gosling (1997), Lindsay et al. (1999) and Gopalswamy et
al. (2000a), who found that most of the ICMEs at 1AU travel
with a velocity close to the solar wind speed. Column 8 of
Table 1 indicates the values of Kp and Dst reported at the
time of the arrival of the interplanetary disturbance at Earth.
The following procedure was used to establish the associ-
ation between ICMEs and interplanetary shocks with CMEs:
the inferred onset time (launch window) of the perturbation
at the solar surface, tc (column 5 of Table 1), is estimated as-
suming that the perturbation propagates in the interplanetary
medium at a constant velocity, given by the velocity mea-
sured at 1 AU by WIND. The uncertainty of VWIND (column
3) is used to determine not only the possible onset time, but
also a launch window (column 5). Then, using the list of the
CMEs detected by LASCO/SOHO coronagraphs (Brueckner
et al., 1995) and identified by St Cyr et al. (2000), up to
five CMEs are selected, the closest one in time to tc (col-
umn 6 of Table 1 with information on the polar angle (PA)
and the width (Wi) of the CME in C2; the times indicated
in the columns 6 and 7 are the ones of the first appearance
in the C2 field-of-view), the previous ones and the follow-
ing ones. The apparent speeds and sizes of all these CMEs
are then systematically measured in the C2 (or C3) fields of
view using LASCO movies. Among these five CMEs de-
termined from the launch window, the largest ones, in par-
ticular the halo CMEs, are particularly considered. Indeed,
such perturbations have a higher probability to reach and en-
counter the Earth’s orbit. For a succession of possibly asso-
ciated CME halo events, the fastest one has been selected as
it probably overtakes the previous and slower perturbation.
In Table 1, this is the case for the interplanetary event of 1
October 1997 and for the series of events ranging from 30
April 1998 to 4 May 1998. The event of 1 October 1997
will be discussed in more detail below. For the period from
30 April 1998 to 4 May 1998, four successive events were
observed in the interplanetary medium and five halo CMEs
were observed in the launch window, corresponding to these
events. The only ambiguity is in fact for the association of
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Fig. 1. Top left: Hα observations (BASS 2000 Meudon) on 15
June 1997 showing a filament channel in the Northern Hemisphere
close to the disk central meridian. The active region (N17 E02)
involved in the flare (see Table 2) is also seen close to the Sun’s
center. Top right: EIT (195 A˚) difference image showing in black
the disappearance of a filament in the North Hemisphere. In white,
close to the eastern part of the filament, notice a faint brightening.
Bottom: NRH observations at 164 MHz at two successive times,
showing first the location of a burst at 11:03 UT (close to the flare
start) and the brightening of an extended radio source shaping the
EIT filament and probably related to the development on the disk of
the CME.
the interplanetary ejecta on 4 May 1998 with the CME halos
either on 2 May 1998 at 05:31 UT or at 14:06 UT. Accord-
ing to our criteria, the second one (which is fastest) is cho-
sen. Finally, for two cases when the examination of LASCO
observations did not allow one to firmly establish an asso-
ciation, EIT (Delaboudinie`re et al., 1995) and Nanc¸ay Ra-
dioheliograph (NRH) (Kerdraon and Delouis, 1997), obser-
vations have also been analysed (see below). Indeed, as re-
called in the Introduction, these observations may provide
signatures of the onset of CMEs above the solar disk (see,
e.g. Thompson et al., 2000a, b; Delanne´e et al., 2000; Po-
hjolainen et al., 2001). For the ICME of 19 June 1997, no
CME was reported for several days around 15 June 1997, but
combined EIT observations at 195 A˚ and NRH observations
at 164 MHz (Fig. 1) show the development on the disk of
an EUV and radio event, with characteristics similar to pre-
viously published cases for which LASCO CMEs have been
observed: localized radio emission connected to the flare re-
gion followed by a large-scale loop-like radio source (see,
e.g. Pohjolainen et al., 2001; Maia et al., 2000). For the in-
terplanetary shock of 1 October 1997, although the closest
LASCO CME was a halo, we chose to associate the inter-
planetary shock to a combination of following CMEs in C2.
Fig. 2. Top left: EIT (195 A˚) difference image at 14:22 UT show-
ing the development above the east limb of an eruptive prominence
(seen first at 14:13 UT). Top right: NRH observation at 164 MHz
showing on the east limb the extended radio loop-like source as-
sociated with the CME development (as in, for example, Maia et
al., 2000). The source on the southwest is a noise storm present all
day long. Bottom: LASCO C2 and C3 difference images showing
the development on both hemispheres (at polar angles (PA) 90◦ and
265◦) of CMEs which finally develop a partial halo feature in C3.
Indeed, they are faster than the halo, appear on both east and
west sides in C2 and later in C3 they form a partial halo.
The eastern event is also clearly detected in EIT and with the
NRH at 164 MHz (Fig. 2).
The CMEs selected after all these steps are finally reported
in column 7 of Table 1. An association between interplane-
tary (IP) events and LASCO/CMEs or proxies observed with
EIT and NRH is found for 36 of the 40 events listed in Ta-
ble 1. In 32% of the cases, the associated CME corresponds
to the CME which was observed the closest in time with tc.
Figure 3 displays in light grey the histogram distribution
of 1T which is the difference between the onset time of the
chosen associated CME (column 7) and tc for all the cases of
Table 1. The distribution in black is drawn for the 23 cases
for which the associated CME (column 7) does not corre-
spond to the CME closest in time with tc (column 6). The
distribution in dark grey corresponds to the CMEs of column
6, i.e. to the CMEs which are the closest in time with tc. This
last distribution is, as expected, peaked around1T = 0. Fig-
ure 3 shows that a large number of IPs have propagated in the
interplanetary medium with a velocity larger than the veloc-
ity measured at WIND (1T ≥ 0). Even if the associated
CME is the one closest to tc, there is already an excess of
cases with 1T ≥ 0 (dark grey distribution). This excess is
largely increased for the distribution of CMEs of column 7
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Table 1. Association between Interplanetary Disturbances (IP) and CMEs
Start time of Type Velocity at 1AU Propagation time Launch window LASCO CME LASCO CME Kp
IP at WIND VWIND km/s inferred tc closest to tc chosen Dst (nT)
10-1-97 MC 440 ± 30 3d 21h ± 6h 6-1-97 6-1-97, 15:10 6-1-97, 15:10 6
00:22 03:30 ± 06:00 Halo Halo −73
9-2-97 MC 595 ± 15 2d 21h ± 2h 6-2-97 7-2-97, 00:30 7-2-97, 00:30 4
12:43 15:30± 02:00 Halo Halo −68
27-2-97 MC 550 ± 50 3d 3h ± 7h 24-2-97 24-2-97, 11:30 ambiguous 7
17:30 14:30± 07:00 255◦ PA, 50◦ Wi −86
10-4-97 shock 475 ± 25 3d 15h ± 4h 06-4-97 07-4-97, 06:26 07-4-97, 14:27 6
12:57 + sheath 22:00 ± 04:00 Halo Halo −74
15-5-97 MC 425 ± 25 4d ± 5h 11-5-97 12-5-97, 06:30 12-5-97, 06:30 7
00:56 01:00± 05:00 Halo Halo −115
20-5-97 MC 340 ± 10 5d ± 3h 15-5-97 15-5-97, 20:31 16-5-97, 12:45 2
04:47 05:00 ± 03:00 270◦ PA, 36◦ Wi 277◦ PA, 57◦ Wi −17
25-5-97 shock 320 ± 5 5d 8h ± 2h 20-05-97 21-05-97, 21:30 no associated CME 2
13:23 05:30 ± 02:00 93◦ PA, 14◦ Wi −13
26-5-97 MC 335 ± 25 5d 2h ± 9h 21-5-97 21-5-97, 04:19 21-5-97, 21:00 6
09:10 07:00 ± 09:00 260◦ PA, 30◦ Wi 260◦ PA, 160◦ Wi −73
19-6-97 MC 390 ± 5 4d 9h ± 1h 14-6-97 * 15-6-97, 11:30 3
00:12 15:00±01:00 EIT and NRH −28
15-7-97 Flux 360 ± 20 4d 17h ± 6h 10-7-97 11-7-97, 01:30 ambiguous 4−
06:00 Rope 13:00 ± 06:00 85◦ PA, 67◦ Wi −49
3-8-97 Flux 500 ± 5 3d 10h ± 1h 31-7-97 30-7-97, 19:32 30-7-97, 19:32 5
14:00 Rope 04:00 ± 01:00 93◦ PA, 50◦ Wi 93◦ PA, 50◦ Wi −50
2-9-97 shock 365 ± 15 4d 16h ± 5h 29-8-97 29-8-97, 05:29 29-8-97, 05:29 3
22:38 06:30 ± 05:00 246◦ PA, 54◦ Wi 246◦ PA, 54◦ Wi (see text) 13
EIT
3-9-97 MC 415 ± 5 4d 3h ± 1h 30-8-97 30-8-97, 01:30 30-8-97, 01:30 6+
08:37 05:30 ± 01:00 Halo Halo −98
18-9-97 shock 360 ± 20 4d 18h ± 6h 13-9-97 13-9-97, 11:33 ambiguous 5
00:21 06:30 ± 6 h 95◦ PA, 70◦ Wi −56
22-9-97 MC 475 ± 15 3d 15h ± 2h 18-9-97 17-9-97, 20:28 17-9-97, 20:28 4+
01:00 10:00± 01:00 Halo Halo −36
01-10-97 shock 420 ± 20 4d 2h ± 4 h 27-9-97 28-9-97, 01:08 28-09-97, 14:28 6
00:20 + sheath 22:30 ± 4 h Halo 90◦ PA, 77◦ Wi −98
28-9-97, 15:31
265◦ PA, 57◦ Wi (see text)
10-10-97 shock 450 ± 20 3d 19h ± 4h 06-10-97 06-10-97, 07:55 06-10-97, 10:31 4
02:27 07:30 ± 04:00 69◦ PA, 39◦ Wi 267◦ PA, 73◦ Wi −56
10-10-97 MC 450 ± 10 3d 19h ± 2h 06-10-97 06-10-97, 15:28 06-10-97, 15:28 6+
15:48 21:00±02:00 175◦ PA, 150◦ Wi 175◦ PA, 150◦ Wi −130
23-10-97 shock + 360 ± 20 4d 18h ± 6 h 18-10-97 19-10-97, 04:42 19-10-97, 04:42 3
07:02 sheath 14:00 ± 6h 90◦PA, 77◦ Wi 90◦PA, 77◦ Wi −35
24-10-97 shock 450 ± 10 3d 19h ± 2h 20-10-97 21-10-97, 01:27 21-10-97, 01:27 5
11:20 + sheath 16:30 ± 02:00 109◦PA, 87◦ Wi 109◦PA, 87◦ Wi −60
06-11-97 MC 465 ± 5 3d 16h ± 1h 03-11-97 03-11-97, 05:28 04-11-97, 06:10 4
22:30 06:30± 01:00 229◦ PA, 90◦ Wi Halo −110
22-11-97 MC 495± 25 3d 11h ± 4h 18-11-97 19-11-97, 12:27 19-11-97, 12:27 7+
08:55 22:00± 04:00 Halo Halo −108
10-12-97 MC 380 ± 20 4d 11h ± 5h 05-12-97 05-12-97, 08:27 06-12-97, 10:27 4
04:23 17:30± 05:00 268◦ PA, 103◦ Wi 304◦ PA, 250◦Wi −56
30-12-97 MC 375 ± 5 4d 12h ± 1h 25-12-97 26-12-97, 02:31 26-12-97, 02:31 5−
01:00 13:00±01:00 175◦ PA, 250◦ Wi 175◦ PA, 250◦ Wi −77
06-01-98 MC 370 ± 10 4d 14h ± 3h 01-01-98 02-01-98, 04:37 02-01-98, 23:28 4+
13:19 23:30 ± 03:00 290◦ PA, 16◦ Wi Halo −77
24-01-98 Ejecta 425 ± 15 4d ± 3h 20-01-98 20-01-98, 10:11 21-01-98, 06:37 1
04:49 05:00± 03:00 43◦ PA, 23◦ Wi Halo 21
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Table 1. continued
Start time of Type Velocity at 1AU Propagation time Launch window LASCO CME LASCO CME Kp
IP at WIND VWIND km/s inferred tc closest to tc chosen Dst (nT)
28-01-98 shock + 430 ± 10 3d 23 h ± 2h 24-01-98 24-01-98, 16:43 25-01-98, 15:26 2
16:03 sheath 17:00 ± 02:00 290◦ PA, 20◦ Wi Halo −8
31-01-98 shock + 410 ± 10 4d 4h ± 2h 27-01-98 27-01-98, 20:24 26-01-98, 23:27 4
15:57 sheath 13:00 ± 02:00 103◦ PA, 35◦ Wi 257◦ PA, 54◦ Wi −26
03-02-98 MC 350 ± 10 4d 31h ± 3h 30-01-98 30-01-98, 14:31 31-01-98, 12:41 2
13:09 16:00 ± 03:00 272◦ PA, 21◦ Wi 73◦ PA, 68◦ Wi −34
17-02-98 Flux rope 400 ± 10 4d 7h ± 2h 12-02-98 12-02-98, 16:00 12-02-98, 14:27 4
03:00 20:00 ± 02:00 20◦ PA, 140◦ Wi 273◦ PA, 48◦ Wi −100
18-02-98 MC 415 ± 5 4d 3 ± 01:00 14-02-98 14-02-98, 07:00 14-02-98, 10:55 5+
08:00 05:00 ± 01:00 130◦ PA, 220◦ Wi 289◦ PA, 26◦ Wi −51
04-03-98 MC 390 ± 10 4d 8h ± 2h 28-02-98 28-02-98, 10:22 28-02-98, 12:48 1
11:00 03:00 ± 02:00 253◦ PA, 54◦ Wi 220◦ PA, 200◦ Wi −36
23-04-98 shock + 430 ± 30 4d 6h ± 6h 19-04-98 20-04-98, 07:05 20-04-98, 10:07 6
17:15 sheath 17:00 ± 6h 84◦ PA, 98◦ Wi 318◦ PA, 264◦ Wi −69
30-04-98 shock 365 ± 5 4d 16h ± 1h 25-04-98 25-04-98, 15:11 27-04-98, 08:56 4
08:12 16:00 ± 1h 89◦ PA, 59◦ Wi Halo 34
01-05-98 MC 580 ± 20 2d 22h ± 2h 28-04-98 29-04-98, 16:58 29-04-98, 16:58 7−
21:11 23:00 ± 02:00 Halo Halo −85
03-05-98 shock 490 ± 10 3d 12h ± 2h 30-04-98 29-04-98, 16:58 01-05-98, 23:40 5
17:05 05:00 ± 02:00 Halo Halo −70
04-05-98 Ejecta 775 ± 75 2d 5h ± 5h 01-05-98 01-05-98, 23:40 02-05-98, 14:06 9
02:03 21:00 ± 05:00 Halo Halo -205
02-06-98 Flux rope 420 ± 10 4d 2h ± 2h 29-05-98 29-05-98,11-27 29-05-98,13:31 3
10:00 08:00± 02:00 74◦ PA, 48◦ Wi 358◦ PA, 83◦ Wi (see text) 11
13-06-98 MC 380 ± 5 4d 11h ± 1 h 09-06-98 09-06-98, 08:27 09-06-98, 09:27 4+
18:26 07:30 ± 01:00 101◦ PA, 51◦ Wi 208◦ PA, 100◦ Wi −55
25-06-98 MC 450 ± 20 3d 19 h ± 4 h 21-06-98 21-06-98, 18:15 22-06-98, 07:34 7
15:43 19:00 ± 04:00 265◦ PA, 50◦ Wi 193◦ PA, 105◦ Wi −101
(light grey), which takes into account the additional criteria
described above. This shows that, in agreement with former
studies (Gopalswamy et al., 2000a; St Cyr et al., 2000), most
interplanetary perturbations are partly decelerated in the in-
terplanetary medium, reaching at 1 AU a velocity close to the
mean solar wind velocity. This is also consistent with the pre-
vious findings that the average transit speed of interplanetary
shocks from the Sun is higher than the in situ measurement
of the velocity (e.g. Sheeley et al., 1985). The distribution
in 1T of the chosen CMEs (light grey) is relatively narrow,
since ' 75% of the events lie between −6 h and +18 h. This
time must be compared to the transit time between the Sun
and the Earth (3 to 4 days). The most extreme cases of our
histogram are on one side (between −12 and −18 h) the MC
of 22 September 1997 (notice that this extreme case is not an
effect of our selection, since the associated CME in column
7 is also the closest one to tc) and the interplanetary shock of
31 January 1998 and on the other side (greater than 30 h), the
magnetic cloud of 20 May 1997 and even more extreme the
interplanetary shocks of 30 April 1998 and 3 May 1998. It
is worthwhile noting that extreme values for 1T are already
found for the CMEs in column 6.
Figure 4 displays the scatter points of the CME’s apparent
speed, VLASCO, with respect to the ICME velocity measured
at 1 AU, VWIND. VLASCO is derived using the list provided
by Yashiro et al. at http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CMElist. It is
the speed at the last height of measurement in the C3 field-
of-view derived from a quadratic fit or the derived speed at
20 RS in the case where the CME is still detected at that
height. In agreement with the previous studies of Sheeley
et al. (1985) and Webb et al. (2000), no strong relation exists
between the projected speeds of CMEs measured by LASCO
and the velocity of the disturbances at 1 AU. It must be no-
ticed that the highest velocities measured at 1 AU are not
associated with the cases of high projected velocity in the
field-of-view of the coronagraphs. This remains true, even if
the two CMEs with velocities measured with LASCO above
1500 km/s, i.e. the CMEs of 20 and 27 April 1998 which are
close to the limb events and associated with IP shocks are
not considered. Of course, these results are most probably
strongly biased by the fact that the speed can be measured
only in projection on the sky plane with no indication of the
3-D structure of the CME. There is also no correlation be-
tween 1T and VLASCO (Fig. 5), and the highest values of
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Fig. 3. In light grey: Histogram of 1T (difference between the
onset time of the chosen CME (column 7, Table 1) and tc (column
5)) for all the cases of Table 1. In black: same histogram for cases
when the chosen CME (column 7) is different from the CME in
column 6 of Table 1. In dark grey: same histogram for the CMEs of
column 6 closest to tc.
Fig. 4. Scatter plot of the CME’s apparent speed VLASCO with
respect to the Ips velocity VWIND measured at WIND.
VLASCO do not correspond to the cases with large 1T . This
is to be expected, since the transit time of the perturbation to
1 AU not only depends on the speed of the perturbation, but
also on the state of the interplanetary medium. This is clearly
seen when plotting the transit time as a function of VLASCO.
The transit times are only loosely correlated with the CME
speed measured by LASCO. This is in agreement with the
results of Cane et al. (2000).
Figures 6 and 7 display, respectively, in dark and light grey
the polar angle (PA) and the apparent heliographic latitude
distributions for the CMEs identified in columns 6 and 7 of
Table 1. These distributions are compared to similar distri-
butions for all the CMEs identified by LASCO (St Cyr et al.,
2000) during the same period (black histograms). The light
grey PA distributions of the CMEs associated with interplan-
etary disturbances are quite different from the general CME
Fig. 5. Scatter plot of 1T with respect to the apparent velocity
measured in LASCO VLASCO.
Fig. 6. In light grey: Polar angle (PA) distribution for the CMEs
identified in column 7 of Table 1. In dark grey: same histogram
for the CMEs identified in column 6 of Table 1. In black: same
histogram for all the CMEs identified in LASCO during the same
period.
distribution. While the general (black) distribution is rather
flat and exhibits a very small proportion of halo events (less
than 10%), the distribution of the selected events (light grey)
shows a strong depletion in the 0–90 PA interval (northeast
limb) and a strong concentration of halo events (more than
40% of the selected cases). An increase in the proportion
of halo events (around 30%), compared to the general distri-
bution, is already observed for the CMEs in column 6, i.e.
showing that halo events have a higher probability of reach-
ing the Earth than other CMEs. Figure 7 also shows that
during the analysed period, the selected CMEs have a slight
tendency to be more concentrated in the southern solar hemi-
sphere, and can be seen at high latitudes. This tendency is
already seen for the distribution of CMEs from column 6.
Figure 8 shows the distribution of the CME width for our se-
lection (column 7 and light grey histogram), compared to the
general distribution (black histogram). While more than 60%
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Fig. 7. In light grey: heliolatitude distribution for the CMEs iden-
tified in column 7 of Table 1. In dark grey: same histogram for the
CMEs identified in column 6 of Table 1. In black: same histogram
for all the CMEs identified in LASCO during the same period.
of the selected CMEs are larger than 120◦ or are halos, on the
opposite side, 60% of the events of the general distribution
have a width smaller than 60◦. The dark grey distribution
for the CMEs of column 6 already shows the tendency of a
larger proportion of halos and of a width larger than 120◦.
This is in agreement with former results (Thompson et al.,
1999; Webb et al., 2000), where it is found that a threshold
of 120◦ in width is representative of CMEs associated with
ICMEs detected at 1AU.
The properties of CMEs associated with interplanetary
perturbations at 1 AU have been described in this section,
either for the CMEs closest to the launch window (column
6) or for the CMEs identified in column 7, which, accord-
ing to our criteria, have a higher probability of being asso-
ciated with the interplanetary perturbations than the ones in
column 6. Indeed, some of the CMEs in column 6 are very
narrow, and some do not even reach the field-of-view of C3.
Therefore, in the following, the CMEs from column 7 will
be considered as the ones associated with the interplanetary
perturbations.
2.2 Solar origin of the associated coronal mass ejections
As recalled in the Introduction, CMEs are associated with
various forms of solar activity, either flares or eruptive promi-
nences/disappearing filaments. In this section, we investigate
the type of activity that the CMEs identified in column 7 of
Table 1 are related. Given the number of cases studied, the
results must be considered as indicating tendencies. Further-
more, one must remember that the association with a flare
does not preclude that there is also a filament involved, as
shown, for example, in Fig. 1. In the following, the associ-
ation with a filament means that solar activity has its origin
either in the disappearance of large filaments not linked to ac-
tive regions or to filaments in dispersed active regions. The
search for the solar origin of CMEs also provides confirma-
Fig. 8. In light grey: width (in ◦) distribution for the CMEs identi-
fied in column 7 of Table 1. In dark grey: same histogram for the
CMEs identified in column 6 of Table 1. In black: same histogram
for all the CMEs identified in LASCO during the same period.
tion of the association between IPs and CMEs reported in
Table 1.
The solar origin of the CMEs was searched for with the
following procedure:
– Search for an optical or GOES X-ray flare in Solar Geo-
physical Data close to the time of the first appearance in
C2 of the CME. The list of Hα and GOES X-ray flares,
as well as the examination of GOES X-ray plots, were
used to identify the different kinds of flaring activity.
– SOHO/EIT images in the EUV domain, as well as
Nanc¸ay Radioheliograph (NRH) images at metric wave-
lengths (when available), were also used to search for
flaring activity in the cases when the association was
not obvious from Solar Geophysical Data.
– The magnetic context in which solar activity is observed
was systematically examined using optical images in
Hα, KIV or K3 (from the French Solar Data Base BASS
2000, http://www.mesola.obspm.fr) and soft X-ray im-
ages from YOHKOH (Solar Geophysical Data). Flare-
related radio emission in the interplanetary medium
close to the Sun (using WIND observations (Bougeret
et al., 1995)) was also examined.
– In the absence of an association with a flaring signature,
a systematic search of any signature related to the ac-
tivation or disappearance of filaments or protuberances
was performed using Solar Geophysical Data. In such
cases, the information on the location of the associated
solar event is of course less precise, given the usual large
extent of the filaments. The indications of the location
on the Sun are the ones reported by Solar Geophysical
Data. In case of ambiguity, EIT and NRH observations
were also used.
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Table 2. Solar Origin of CMEs and interplanetary events
LASCO/CME WIND Solar Source
or proxy type EIT/NRH input
6-1-97, 15:10 MC Filament-Dispersed Region- S23 W03- DSF- 13:01 UT
Halo Interplanetary type II/IV
7-2-97, 00:30 MC Filament-Dispersed Region- S20 W32- DSF- <00:30 UT
Halo
7-4-97, 14:27 shock + sheath Hα 3N flare and GOES C6.8 X-ray flare - AR8027- S30 E19- 13:54 UT
Halo Interplanetary type II/IV
EIT wave and NRH identification
12-5-97, 06:30 MC Hα 1F flare and GOES C1.3 X-ray flare - AR8038- N21 W09 -04:45 UT
Halo Interplanetary Type II/IV
16-5-97, 12:45 MC Hα SF flare and GOES B2.1 X-ray flare - AR8038- N22 W69 <12:51 UT
277◦ PA, 57◦ Wi NRH identification
21-5-97, 21:00 MC Hα SF flare and GOES M1.3 X-ray flare - AR8040- N05 W12 <20:08 UT
260◦ PA, 160◦ Wi Interplanetary type II/ IV
EIT wave and dimming
15-6-97, 11:30 MC GOES A3 X-ray flare and NRH burst- 11-00 UT
EIT AR 8052 N17 E02
EIT and NRH identification (see Fig. 1 and text)
30-7-97, 19:32 Flux Rope Ambiguous- Possible association with AR8068- S22E90
93◦ PA, 50◦ Wi Active region bordered by filaments
29-8-97, 05:29 shock Hα SN flare and GOES C4.0 X-ray flare -AR8076 -N30 E26 04:26 UT
Halo EIT identification (flare + large interconnecting loops)
30-8-97, 01:30 MC Hα SF flare and GOES M1.4 X-ray flare - AR8076- N30 E17 29-8-97 22:56 UT
Halo
17-9-97, 20:28 MC Hα SF flare and GOES M1.0 X-ray flare - AR8084- N21 W84 17:45 UT
Halo
28-9-97, 14:28 shock + GOES C1.0 X-ray flare - AR 8090? - 14:11 UT
90◦ PA, 77◦ Wi sheath behind the limb
28-9-97, 15:31 EIT eruptive prominence east limb 14:13 UT
265◦ PA, 57◦ Wi NRH identification (see Fig. 2)
06-10-97, 10:31 shock Flare-like behind the limb
267◦ PA, 73◦ Wi EIT identification at 10:07 UT ascending large loop at SW limb
NRH identification at SW limb
06-10-97, 15:28 MC Filament dispersed region- S73 E42- DSF -14:51 UT
175◦ PA, 150◦ Wi EIT filament
19-10-97, 04:42 shock + ambiguous
90◦ PA, 77◦ Wi sheath EIT starts in NE also in S
21-10-97, 01:27 shock + DSF S33 E59 from 20-10-97, 23:49 UT
109◦ PA, 87◦ Wi sheath
EIT observation at 01:21 UT: ejecta near and above east limb
04-11-97, 06:10 MC Hα 2B flare and GOES X2.1 X-ray flare - AR8100- S14 W33 05:54 UT
Halo Interplanetary type II/IV
19-11-97, 12:27 MC Ambiguous
Halo
06-12-97, 10:27 MC Hα SF flare- AR8113- N18 W44 08:53 UT
304◦ PA, 250◦ Wi NRH long duration event
26-12-97, 02:31 MC associated with flare activity in AR8124- S24 E14
175◦ PA, 250◦ Wi
02-01-98, 23:28 MC GOES B6.4 X-ray flare- AR 8124- S17 W90- 23:35 UT
Halo
21-01-98, 06:37 Ejecta Filament-dispersed region S57 E19 - DSF 04-00 UT
Halo Interplanetary type II
EIT filament eruption
25-01-98, 15:26 shock + H α SF flare and GOES C1.1 X-ray flare - AR 8147 - N21 E25 14:29 UT
Halo sheath Interplanetary type II/IV
EIT filament NE ascending loop and NRH identification at 14:46 UT
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Table 2. (continued)
LASCO/CME WIND Solar Source
or proxy type EIT/NRH input
26-01-98, 23:27 shock + H α flare SN and GOES C5.4 X-ray flare - AR 8142 - S17 W55 22:19 UT
257◦ PA, 54◦ Wi sheath EIT flare and ascending loop
31-01-98, 12:41 MC No solar association
75◦ PA, 70◦ Wi
12-02-98, 14:27 Flux Rope Filament
273◦ PA, 48◦ Wi S20 W35
EIT filament at 13:34 UT, SW
14-02-98, 10:55 MC Hα SF flare and GOES B8.5 X-ray flare - AR 8156 - S24 E23- 09:32 UT
289◦ PA, 26◦ Wi EIT signature at 09:54 UT (ascending loop)
28-02-98, 12:48 MC Filament- S23 W05- AFS - 11:46 UT
220◦ PA, 200◦ Wi NRH identification
20-04-98, 10:07 shock + flare-like behind W limb
318◦ PA, 264◦ Wi sheath GOES M1.4 09:38 UT S 23
Interplanetary type II/IV
NRH at 09:43 UT SW limb (see Maia et al, 2000)
27-04-98, 08:56 shock H α 2B flare and GOES X1.0 X-ray flare- AR 8210- S16 E50- 08:55 UT
Halo Interplanetary type II/IV
EIT wave brightest in east
29-04-98, 16:58 MC H α 3B flare and GOES M 6.8 X-ray flare - AR 8210- S14 E23 -16:06 UT
Halo Interplanetary type II/IV
01-05-98, 23:40 shock H α 1F and GOES M1.2 X-ray flare- AR 8210- S18 W06- 22:32 UT
Halo EIT ascending loop at ' 22:41 UT
02-05-98, 14:00 MC H α 3B flare and GOES X1.1 X-ray flare - AR 8210- S15 W15 -13:31 UT
Halo Interplanetary type II/IV
29-05-98, 13:31 Flux rope DSF N43 W27
358◦ PA, 83◦ Wi EIT filament eruption ≤ 12.35 UT
09-06-98, 09:27 MC Large filament- AR 8230/8240- ≥ S24, ≥W44
208◦ PA, 100◦ Wi EIT SW activity from 09:29 UT to 10:00 UT
22-06-98, 07:34 MC Filament system - S51 W24- DSF -01:19 UT
193◦ PA, 105◦ Wi
Table 2 summarizes the results for the solar origin of the
CMEs. The first two columns recall the characteristics of the
CME or proxy (first appearance in C2, location and width
in C2 or halo) and the type of associated interplanetary dis-
turbance (MC, flux rope, ejecta, shock). The third column
summarizes information on the origin of the selected CMEs.
Hα and GOES X-ray information are reported (start time of
the Hα flare or X-ray flare in case of no optical flare). In-
terplanetary type II and type IV bursts observed by WIND
(http://lep694.gsfc.nasa.gov/waves/waves.html) in the deca-
metric/kilometric wavelength range are also indicated. A re-
liable identification of a solar origin is found for 32 CMEs
among the 36 listed in Table 2. It is worthwhile noting that
the time delay between the flare or the signature of a disap-
pearing filament and the time of appearance of the CME is
for most cases of the order of a few hours, which sounds rea-
sonable based on the studies which were performed on the
development of CMEs on the solar surface (e.g. Pohjolainen
et al., 2001; Maia et al., 2000). Furthermore, there is some
consistency between the location (PA) of the CME and of the
flaring signature. Indeed, many halos (but not all) are asso-
ciated with flaring signatures close to the disk center. For
the other CMEs, there is a good consistency in most cases
between the solar quadrant where the flaring signature is ob-
served and the PA of the CME. For the CME observed on
30 July 1997, only a probable association with an active re-
gion surrounded by filaments could be found, but no specific
signature was observed at the time of the CME onset. Al-
though an EIT signature was found in relation to the Halo
CME of 19 November 1997, no flaring or filament activity
was found. It is worthwhile noting that among the 40 studied
cases of interplanetary disturbances, only 11 are associated
with reported interplanetary type II/IV activity observed by
WIND in the decametric/kilometric range.
For the 32 cases for which a solar origin could be found, 10
cases were associated with large filament and/or filament ac-
tivity not related to a flaring active region. The two flux ropes
observed in the interplanetary medium for which a solar as-
sociation is found belong to this category and are associated
with filaments close to the solar disk center. For 22 cases, a
flare-like signature was found. Similarly to Fig. 1, Fig. 9 dis-
plays the histogram distribution of 1T for the cases associ-
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Fig. 9. In grey: Histogram of 1T (difference between onset time of
chosen CME (column 7 of table 1) and tc (column 5)) for the cases
associated with flares (Table 2). In black: same histogram for cases
associated with filaments.
ated with filaments (black) and for the cases associated with
flares (grey). The histogram for the cases associated with fil-
aments shows a relatively narrow distribution (between −6
and +18 hours), indicating that the associated interplanetary
perturbation propagates in most cases close to an almost con-
stant speed in the interplanetary medium, namely the speed
measured at 1 AU. The most extreme case of this category is
the ejecta observed in the interplanetary medium on 24 Jan-
uary 1998 which is associated with an EIT filament, the dis-
apperance of an optical filament and also with an interplane-
tary type II burst. For this specific case, there is a clear decel-
eration during the propagation in the interplanetary medium.
The interplanetary event of 6 January 1997 is the only other
case associated with a filament disappearance observed to-
gether with a WIND interplanetary type II burst.
The flare category shows a very different distribution.
Most of the events correspond to1T ≥ 0, indicating a decel-
eration during the propagation in the interplanetary medium.
The most extreme cases discussed in Sect. 2.1 correspond
to this category. It is finally worthwhile noting that for the
13 interplanetary shocks (+ shocks and sheaths) reported in
Table 1, only one is associated with a disappearing filament
starting close to the east limb. All the other cases (9) are as-
sociated with flares, 3 of them being behind the limb and 2 of
them being at longitudes above 50◦. It must be noted that 2 of
these shocks associated with either flares behind the limb or
at high longitudes had been already reported in Gopalswamy
et al. (2001a). For the flare associated cases originating close
to the disk center, the lack of detection of the whole fea-
ture of the magnetic cloud (in particular, the rotation of the
magnetic field) could be explained by the proximity of a sec-
tor boundary shortly after the interplanetary disturbance (e.g.
interplanetary event of 10 April 1997), or by a succession of
flares leading to a succession of IPs (e.g. series of interplane-
tary events on 2 and 3 September 1997, on 28 and 31 January
1998, on 3 and 4 May 1998).
Fig. 10. Positions on the disk of the solar sources of the CMEs
selected in Table 1 (column 7) in the case of association with fila-
ments. Lines are drawn every 30◦ and numbers of cases in each box
are indicated.
Fig. 11. Positions on the disk of the solar sources of the CMEs
chosen in Table 1 (column 7) in the case of association with flares.
Lines are drawn every 30◦ and numbers of cases in each box are
indicated.
Figure 10 shows the position on the solar disk of the fila-
ment activity (DSF: Disappearing Solar Filament, AFS: Arch
Filament System) for the 10 cases associated with filament
disappearance. Most of these events come from the Southern
Hemisphere in good consistency with the heliolatitude dis-
tribution of Fig. 7. Figure 11 shows the similar distribution
for the 19 flare associated cases originating from the solar
disk (the three behind the limb events are not reported). As
expected for phenomena linked to active regions, the distri-
bution is centered around the solar equator with a slight ten-
dency towards higher western longitudes than eastern. As
recalled in the Introduction, for the flare cases, the location
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Fig. 12. Positions on the disk of the solar sources of the CMEs
chosen in Table 1 (column 7) associated with geomagnetic activity
(Dst < −50 nT). Lines are drawn every 30◦ and numbers of cases
in each box are indicated.
of the associated active region does not exactly correspond
to the location of the polar angle (PA) of the CME, and the
central axes of the CMEs tend to be offset from flaring active
regions (Webb, 2000).
Figure 12 shows the positions on the solar disk of the 19
cases which are associated with moderate to strong magnetic
storms (Dst < −50 nT). A large number of these cases orig-
inate from the Southern Hemisphere. Seven are associated
with filament disappearance (let us recall that a total of 10
IP events were associated with filament disapperance). The
geoeffective filament cases are all located in the Southern
Hemisphere and all the sources in Fig. 12 located beyond S30
correspond to filament disappearance. Twelve of the sources
in Fig. 12 are flare cases. Compared to the distribution of
flare sources in Fig. 11, there may be a small tendency of
these geoeffective flares to be located in the Southern Hemi-
sphere (66% with respect to 53% for all flares). Although not
indicated on the figure, it is worthwhile noting that 3 cases
with geomagnetic activity are due to interplanetary shocks
associated with behind-the-limb flares.
3 Discussion
We summarize below the main results of our study based on
40 interplanetary disturbances selected during the period Jan-
uary 1997–June 1998 and discuss them with respect to results
of similar studies published in the literature. The most crit-
ical steps concern the establishment of the list of interplan-
etary perturbations based on specific criteria and the asso-
ciation between these interplanetary perturbations and solar
activity. This association is based on a careful examination of
many data sets (LASCO C2 and C3, EIT, NRH and Hα im-
ages and not on the mere use of CME catalogs and of Solar
Geophysical Data reports).
3.1 Selection of interplanetary events observed by WIND
in 1997–mid 1998 and association with CMEs
The present study is based on a list of interplanetary events
from solar origin that we established through a close exam-
ination of the parameters of the solar wind from the WIND
observations. The comparison with the list of interplanetary
events provided by Gopalswamy et al. (2000a, 2001a) for
the same period shows some differences. Among the 40 in-
terplanetary events, 28 are common to both studies. In the
present work, the identification and classification of the in-
terplanetary features were performed based on the criteria
defined in Sect. 2. The start time of the interplanetary dis-
turbance is the time of the shock which precedes or not the
rotation of the magnetic field. This explains the differences
between the starting times of the interplanetary disturbances
in the present study with respect to the times indicated in
Gopalswamy et al. (2000a, 2001a). Apart from 10 cases,
an agreement is found between the association reported in
Gopalswamy et al. (2000a, 2001a) and the present one.
The association between ICMEs and CMEs performed in
this paper on eighteen months of observations contains many
more cases than the one performed by Webb et al. (2000)
for a period of six months. During the common period, our
association is consistent with the one performed by Webb et
al. (2000).
3.2 Interplanetary propagation of solar disturbances
In the present study, no linear relationship is found between
the projected speeds of CMEs measured by LASCO in the
field-of-view of the coronagraphs C2 and C3 and the ve-
locity of the associated interplanetary disturbances measured
at 1 AU. No linear relationship is found either between the
measured speeds of CMEs and the transit times between the
CMEs observed at the Sun and at 1 AU. This is in agreement
with the results of Webb et al. (2000), St Cyr et al. (2000)
and Cane et al. (2000), which state that the measured CME
speeds are not correlated with transit speeds, thus pointing
out the difficulty of forecasting the arrival at the Earth of
these perturbations without a knowledge of the 3-D trajec-
tories or modelling the propagation of the perturbation in the
interplanetary medium (Gopalswamy et al., 2000a, 2001c).
A large number of the interplanetary perturbations of our
sample (in particular, the ones associated with flaring activity
at the solar surface) is found to propagate in the interplane-
tary medium with a velocity larger than the velocity found at
1 AU (1T > 0), suggesting that they are decelerated during
their propagation in the interplanetary medium. The fact that
the IPs that we associated with flaring activity are found to
propagate faster in the interplanetary medium than the veloc-
ity measured at 1 AU is consistent with the observations of
Andrews and Howard (2001) where the type C CME events
(see Sect. 1) that they associate with X-ray flares are faster
(in the corona) than the type A event they rather associate
that with prominence eruptions or filament disappearance.
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3.3 Solar origin of interplanetary events
A strong concentration of halo CMEs and of CMEs larger
than 120◦ is found in this study for the CMEs associated
with solar wind perturbations at 1 AU. This is in good agree-
ment with the results of many previous analysis (e.g. Webb et
al., 2000; Gopalswamy et al., 2000a). A strong depletion of
CMEs is also found in the 0–90 PA interval (northeast limb).
3.4 Solar sources of activity related to CMEs
In the present study, a reliable identification of a phenomenon
on the solar surface is found for 32 of the 36 CMEs of Ta-
ble 2. In most cases (69%), the solar source of activity is
related to a flaring signature in an active region. This does
not of course preclude that large-scale filaments or magnetic
structures are involved in the CME development (see, e.g.
Fig. 1 and Pohjolainen et al., 2001). This result is somewhat
different to the one of Bothmer and Rust (1997), who found
for 27 cases among 39 interplanetary events an association
between interplanetary magnetic clouds and filament disap-
pearance. This association was, however, based on a study
performed on catalogs of DSFs without investigating in de-
tail solar data and without searching for other kinds of solar
activity.
For the six months in common, agreement is found be-
tween the present study and the one of Webb et al. (2000)
concerning the solar source of activity related to a CME.
Agreement is also found for 17 associations among 28 com-
mon cases between the present study and the one of Gopal-
swamy et al. (2001a).
When looking at the solar sources of activity, it is found
that most cases associated with filaments come from the
southern part of the solar disk. This is probably related to the
fact that most of the important solar activity in early 1997 and
in 1998 occurred in the Sun’s Southern Hemisphere (Mac In-
tosh, private communication, see also Webb et al., 2000 and
http://sidc.oma.be). The two flux ropes for which a solar ori-
gin was found are associated with filaments close to the solar
disk center. For the cases associated with flares, the southern
tendency is less pronounced. As shown in detailed studies of
individual events (e.g. Pohjolainen et al., 2001), even if flare
associated, the development of a CME may involve the in-
teraction of magnetic structures at all scales (in the active re-
gion, but also between active regions). The slight tendency of
higher western longitudes for the origin of the perturbations
reaching the Earth probably reflects some convection effects
by the solar wind of the interplanetary perturbations during
their propagation. The shocks without clouds are found to be
mostly associated with either flares behind the limb or with
flares occuring in a series of events. In the first case, the de-
tection of the shock without the detection of the cloud could
be due to the larger spatial extent of the shock, as already
suggested in Gopalswamy et al. (2001a). In the second case,
the succession of events in the interplanetary medium could
prevent the detection of the development of individual events.
3.5 Association of ICMEs and shocks with interplanetary
type II emisions
Only eleven of the interplanetary perturbations listed in the
present study are associated with interplanetary type II bursts
reported by WIND in the decametric/kilometric wavelength
range. This is consistent with the results of Gopalswamy
et al. (2001b), where they found that 60% of fast CMEs
were not associated with type II bursts in the decametric
range, conversely to the general association found between
interplanetary type II bursts and CMEs (Gopalswamy et al.,
2000b).
4 Conclusions
We recall below the main results of the present study based
on 40 interplanetary events (IPs) and on the identification of
related CMEs and associated solar activity:
1. An association with LASCO/CME or EIT or NRH radio
proxies was found for 36 interplanetary events of the
present study.
2. In agreement with previous findings (e.g. Webb et
al., 2000; Gopalswamy et al., 2000a), halo CMEs and
CMEs larger than 120◦ are preferentially associated
with solar wind perturbations at 1 AU.
3. No linear relationship is found between the projected
speeds of CMEs measured by LASCO and the velocity
of IPs at 1 AU, i.e. no linear relationship between the
speeds which can be measured by coronagraphs aboard
LASCO and the travel time of the associated perturba-
tion between the Sun and the Earth. This is of course
partly due to projection effects and to a lack of knowl-
edge of the 3-D travel geometry of the CME.
4. A reliable identification of a phenomenon on the solar
surface was found for 32 of these 36 cases. A large pro-
portion was associated with a flaring signature in an ac-
tive region. Only 10 cases could not be associated with
an active region flaring signature and were found to be
associated with the ejection of a large filament and/or
with filament activity not related to an active region.
The two flux ropes for which a solar origin is found are
associated with large-scale filament activity close to the
disk center. The interplanetary shocks without magnetic
clouds are found mostly in association with flares, either
behind the limb or in a series.
5. A large number of the interplanetary perturbations (IPs)
associated with the CMEs have been found to propagate
in the interplanetary medium with a velocity larger than
the velocity measured at 1 AU at WIND (1T > 0).
Thus, they have been partly decelerated in the inter-
planetary medium, reaching at 1 AU a velocity close to
the mean solar wind velocity (around 450 km/s). When
looking at the associated signature on the solar disk, it
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is found that while there is generally a deceleration for
flare events (1T > 0), for the cases associated with the
ejection of large-scale filaments, the interplanetary per-
turbation is more likely to propagate at an almost con-
stant speed, i.e. the speed measured at 1 AU.
6. A stong concentration of halo CMEs and of CMEs com-
ing from the Southern Hemisphere is observed for the
events corresponding to solar wind perturbations at 1
AU in 1997-mid 1998. It is found that most of the cases
associated with filaments originate from the southern
part of the solar disk. Although less important, this ten-
dency is still present for the cases associated with flares.
7. Among the 40 IP cases, only 11 of them are associated
with interplanetary type II activity reported by WIND
in the decametric/kilometric wavelength range.
8. The distribution of the solar sources of geo-effective
IPs (i.e. associated with moderate to strong magnetic
storms: Dst < −50 nT) is not strongly different to the
general distribution found for the solar sources of IPs.
However, a slightly larger proportion of cases associ-
ated with large-scale filament activity or disappearance
is found with respect to the general list of IPs. More-
over, a large proportion of geo-effective IPs has a so-
lar source in the solar Southern Hemisphere. This may
simply reflect the fact that solar activity preferentially
occurred in the Southern Hemisphere during that pe-
riod. A few geo-effective cases are also found in as-
sociation with shocks without clouds originating from
behind-the-limb flares.
The main difficulty for studying the relationship between
solar, interplanetary (and geomagnetic phenomena) is pri-
marily linked to our ignorance of the 3-D speed and devel-
opment in space of coronal mass ejections. Many new re-
sults are expected on this topic in the future using in par-
ticular the observations of the different experiments aboard
the multi-spacecraft STEREO mission. They will provide in-
deed simultaneous stereoscopic observations of coronal mass
ejections (allowing 3-D reconstruction of the propagation of
CMEs in the corona), and measurements of the interplane-
tary perturbations at several locations in the interplanetary
medium, thus providing information on the 3-D structure of
the interplanetary coronal mass ejections and additional in-
formation on the propagation of these magnetic clouds from
the Sun to the Earth.
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